Dust Control on the YNTH Project

9th June 2016

As outlined at the recent Neighbourhood Construction Forum there are a series of dust control
measures being implemented on site in order to prevent dust escape outside of the demolition
works.
Dust Monitors
There are four dust monitors located around the workface of the demolition on Hambrook House
and Town Hall Parade, as below.

The Osiris dust monitor takes real time readings throughout the day every 15 minutes. The monitor
is installed in a metal box and it measures construction dust that may drift over boundary areas
potentially causing nuisance to neighbours and pollution issues. The units are permanently wired
into a power supply to ensure they operate 24/7. During demolition works the data is reviewed daily
by Morgan Sindall Site Managers to determine if the dust control measures are being effective. If
readings are well under the dust levels permitted in the Construction Environmental Management
Plan, then no action is taken. If readings were to rise above permitted levels then works would be
suspended and methodology reviewed.

Dust Suppression Equipment on Long Range Excavators
Each of the long range excavators are fitted with high pressure water jets which project a fine mist of
water directly at the face of the demolition works, as the left hand photograph below demonstrates.
This dampens down the debris at source to prevent dust build up.

High Pressure Jets
To supplement the high pressure water jets on the machines, additional high pressure water jet
machines, as shown in the right hand photograph and below, are also used at ground level to project
a fine mist further back from the works to capture dust that may have evaded the first line of
defence.

Dust Suppression at Ground level onto Demoliton debris
At ground level a site operative with an additional high pressure water hose is used to dampen down
any demoliton debris that may have dried out. Debris disturbed by the machines moving around the
site can throw up dust so this measure preventing ground level dust building up.

When viewed from outside the site hoardings, the above dust control measures have the apperance
of a dust cloud, as shown in the photograph below. However, we can confirm that what appears to
be dust is actually the fine mist water spray resulting from the dust control measures explained
previously. As a result of the above dust control measures to date the works have not exceeded any
of the dust levels agreed in the Construction Environmental Management Plan. Site Mangers will
continue to monitor the situation daily.

